Are you Facing These Issues?

Managing assets or inventory control?
Performing a physical count for end-of-year inventory or budget reports?
Looking to take control of your unorganized warehouse or storeroom?
Complying with GAAP, GASB or Government Furnished Property Reporting?
In need of an updated appraisal report on your assets?
Performing warranty management?
Tracking maintenance equipment?
Preparing capital budgets?

Camcode's Solutions

• Comprehensive, on-site inventory management from an experienced industry-leading team
• Easy automatic capture of each asset's data through barcode label generation and installation
• Data management processes that ensure the assets you have on your books match your financial reporting data
• Implementing asset and warehouse management systems, including application of asset identification labels and tags
• Simple generation of inventory lists, valuations, appraisals, and reports for better business decision making
• Confidence that your data is clean, accurate and compliant for regulatory reports
• Easy to use software that accesses shared data for tracking asset movement or generating reports
Camcode's Services

Policy and Implementation Support

We begin with a thorough consultation to understand your goals, time frame, risks, and requirements.

- Assistance developing your own organizational policy or compliance with standards and regulations
- Ensure successful execution of your asset management program from top to bottom
- Professional guidance every step of the way
- Peace of mind that the project will stay on track through completion

Complete On-Site Inventory

Our team comes on-site and provides a full asset inventory.

- Know what you have, where it is and what it's worth
- Saves time and money versus allocating your staff to perform the inventory
- All assets are identified and labelled for easy and automatic bar code scanning
- Track and record acquisitions, disposals, transfers and movement of assets

Label Guides, Marking Manuals & Engineering Assessments

We review each asset's application surface, available marking area, and operating conditions.

- Assures assets are properly and consistently marked throughout your organization
- Takes the guess work out of reordering and re-labeling
- Established by experts trained in asset marking
- Your employees can use these manuals to accurately and consistently mark new assets

Inventory Managed Through Software

Camcode installs our easy to use asset data capture and tracking software.

- View all your assets and their associated data
- Capture new assets as they come into your inventory
- Track the transfer and movement of assets between locations
- Generate reports on your full asset inventory

Benefits of Using Camcode

- Camcode’s experienced and knowledgeable team has successfully performed asset inventory services for organizations around the globe.
- Our comprehensive services focus on proven project management methods, and are performed by individuals trained in project management processes.
- Camcode’s bar code labels, data collection programs, and proprietary software are customized to each organization's needs.